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Reference: T2019/2725     MC-1-7-3-1-13  
 
 
Date: 5 September 2019 
 
 
To: Minister of Finance 

(Hon Grant Robertson)  
 

 
Deadline: None 
 
 
Aide Memoire: Slides for Reserve Bank Act Review Phase 2 - 
Workshop on 9 September 

This memo and the attached slides are for distribution to Ministers attending the 
workshop on Phase 2 of the Reserve Bank Act Review on 9 September 2019.   
 
The remainder of this memo briefly highlights the main areas for discussion at the 
workshop, which are set out in more detail in the slides. 
 
Process and Timetable 
 
The Reserve Bank Act Review Phase 2 has been underway since June 2018.  The 
second public consultation for the review closed on 16 August and the Review Team, 
with assistance from the independent expert panel, is looking to make 
recommendations to the Minister of Finance in October.   
 
In order to provide for a clearer legislative framework for the Reserve Bank and help 
address potential issues with the current legislation, the Minister has agreed to split the 
existing Reserve Bank Act into an Institutional Act and a Deposit Takers Act. Work on 
depositor protection would be progressed alongside the Deposit Takers Act.  
 

• The Institutional Act would cover the governance arrangements for the 
Reserve Bank, including its legal form, decision-making structure, objectives, 
functions, powers and funding. It would also cover non-regulatory 
responsibilities such as monetary policy and currency.  

 
• The Deposit Takers Act would cover the prudential regulation and supervision 

of banks and other deposit takers. The depositor protection regime will be 
progressed in parallel with this workstream, reflecting the inherent link 
between accepting, and protecting, deposits. 
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Work on the Institutional Act is well advanced and the expectation is that the 
Institutional Act will be progressed on a faster timeframe than the Deposit Takers Act. 
Aspects of the Deposit Takers Act and depositor protection will require further 
consultation with stakeholders (particularly affected industry) before the final package 
of recommendations on the shape of the legislation can be determined. 
 
The Review Team is expecting to make recommendations to the Minister in October 
(with decisions for agreement in Cabinet in November) on matters necessary to begin 
drafting the Institutional Bill for introduction in 2020. The Team will also make 
recommendations on some in-principle decisions necessary to progress work on the 
Deposit Takers Act, including aspects of Depositor Protection.  Further 
recommendations will come in 2020 as the work programme continues. 
 
Following is a brief summary of some of the key issues on which decisions will be 
required. 

 
 
Institutional Act – matters for final decision  
 
Crown entity framework 
 
The Review Team has considered the merits of classifying the Reserve Bank as a 
Crown entity and its preliminary position is that this would be sensible. Doing so would 
help establish clarity regarding the Reserve Bank’s independence, its relationship with 
the Minister and Treasury, and the application of some state sector standards. 
 
Objectives 
 
The Minister has agreed to replace the Reserve Bank’s existing soundness and 
efficiency objective for financial policy with an objective focused on financial stability. 
The Review Team is proposing that this objective be backed-up by a set of regulatory 
principles that the Reserve Bank would need to consider when exercising its powers, 
as well as additional objectives specified in the new Deposit Takers Act.  The Review 
Team believes these principles would recognise stakeholder concerns expressed in the 
recent consultation that the Reserve Bank not pursue financial stability at all costs, and 
that it takes account of the broader effects of its policies on the financial system. 
 
Governance 
 
Following the Minister’s in-principle decision to establish a governance board for the 
Reserve Bank (responsible for all decisions other than for monetary policy), the Review 
team has been considering more detailed governance arrangements.  Key issues 
include: 
 

• Who should appoint the Governor?   Options include vesting this responsibility 
with the new board or keeping it with the Minister of Finance. 

• The merits of establishing an independent nominating committee for the 
appointment of board members (and potentially MPC members). 
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Coordination 
 
The Council of Financial Regulators (CoFR) plays a key role as a coordination 
mechanism for New Zealand’s financial market regulators and is a key channel through 
which the Reserve Bank interacts with other agencies.  A key issue is whether CoFR’s 
role should be formalised in legislation or whether it should continue to operate along 
more informal lines. 
 
Funding 
 
Currently, the Reserve Bank’s operating expenses are constrained via a five-year 
funding agreement between the Minister of Finance and the Reserve Bank.  A key 
question is whether the Reserve Bank should have greater autonomy over its 
expenses (with appropriate accountability and transparency) or if not, what role the 
Minister should play.  Another issue is whether part of the Reserve Bank’s operating 
expenses should be met through levies or fees (e.g. in relation to prudential services).   
 
Reserve Bank’s financial activities 
 
As a central bank, the Reserve Bank can engage in a range of financial activities, such 
as implementing monetary policy, lender of last resort or intervening in the foreign 
exchange market.  Some of these activities may carry risk to the Crown. The Review 
team expects to make recommendations to better define these activities and to identify 
when Ministerial approval may be required. 
 
 
Deposit Takers Act – matters for in-principle decisions 
 
Prudential regulation  
 
The Reserve Bank has significant delegated powers to implement many of its 
regulatory requirements for banks, primarily through conditions of registration.  A key 
consideration is whether the right balance has been struck between the use of primary 
legislation and delegated rule-making powers.  The Review team is likely to 
recommend shifting from the use of conditions of registration to standards. A standards 
model would provide more Parliamentary oversight and greater accountability and 
transparency checks. 
 
Bank executive and director accountability 
 
The Review Team expects to make a recommendation on whether to follow Australia 
and the United Kingdom in establishing a bank executive accountability regime.  One 
option is that an executive accountability regime is considered once New Zealand’s 
prudential framework has become more aligned with international ‘best practice’, a 
process that will involve material adjustments in resources, capacity and approach.  
This would allow time to assess the international experience, given such regimes are 
currently new and relatively untested. It would also allow for a regime spanning both 
conduct and prudential regulation to be properly developed. 
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Supervision and enforcement 
 
International best practice in prudential supervision frameworks since the GFC involves 
a more comprehensive approach that is more intrusive, sceptical, proactive and 
forward looking. In that vein, a key decision will be whether to empower the Reserve 
Bank to undertake on-site inspections of any licensed deposit-taker (and other 
regulated entities such as insurers). Such inspections would provide an avenue for the 
Reserve Bank to test and examine regulatory compliance.  This direction of travel 
would require a step shift in resourcing for the Reserve Bank’s supervisory function. 
 
On the issue of enforcement of prudential standards, the Review team expects to 
recommend that legislation contain a range of formal enforcement tools including 
statutory public notices, enforceable undertakings, infringement notices and civil 
penalties.  Stakeholders have strongly endorsed a more graduated approach to 
enforcement. 
 
Regulatory perimeter 
 
Following the Minister’s in-principle decision to combine the bank and non-bank deposit 
takers regimes into a single regime, the Review team has been considering more 
detailed design options for the regulatory perimeter.  Stakeholders have generally 
supported an activity-based definition of a ‘deposit-taker’ that would focus on providers 
of ‘bank-like’ transactional accounts.  This would likely capture banks, credit unions and 
building societies.  This definition would not capture finance companies (which issue 
longer dated debt securities) and would imply that finance companies would not be 
covered by the proposed depositor protection scheme.  However, even if such 
businesses are not designated deposit-takers, there is a case to retain prudential 
requirements in order to protect investors and mitigate potential financial risks. 
 
Depositor protection 
 
The Review team expects to make follow-up recommendations following the 
announcement in June of the introduction of a depositor protection regime.  
Recommendations will focus on clarifying the objectives of the scheme, the coverage 
limit for the scheme and the precise form in which the limit will apply (i.e. per customer, 
per institution).  The Team is also likely to recommend that depositors are given legal 
preference to support the credibility of the scheme and sharpen incentives for 
wholesale market discipline.  However, stakeholders have had mixed views on the 
merits of depositor preference with some banks arguing it will increase funding costs. 
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Macro-prudential policy 
 
Early thinking on macro-prudential policy is that decisions would rest with the Reserve 
Bank’s governance board, consistent with prudential policy more broadly.  However, 
the Review team believes certain macro-prudential tools – mainly those affecting 
lending standards like loan-to-value ratios or debt-to-income ratios – should specifically 
be empowered in legislation thereby defining the range of intrusive tools available to 
the Reserve Bank.  Under such a model, adding tools to the toolkit would require a 
change via regulation. 
 
Crisis management and resolution 
 
The Review team expects to make a range of recommendations (set out in the slides) 
on the features of New Zealand’s crisis management and resolution framework for 
banks and other deposit-takers.  The recommendations will focus on ensuring the 
framework can support the quick, credible and reliable resolution of a failed deposit 
taker without recourse to taxpayer funds. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
James Haughton, Acting Manager, Reserve Bank Act Review , 
Bernard Hodgetts, Director, Reserve Bank Act Review, 

[39]
[39]
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The Reserve Bank Institutional Act 

o This section seeks to test emerging views 

on the Institutional Act
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Objectives



Proposed Objectives – the goals

4

 Achieving and maintaining stability in the general level of 
prices over the medium term. 

 Supporting maximum sustainable employment.

 An objective to be included that covers the Bank’s broader 
central bank functions

 Protecting and promoting the stability of New Zealand’s 
financial system 

General purpose: protect and promote the stability of New Zealand’s 
financial system

That purpose is primarily advanced by:

- Promoting the safety and soundness of deposit takers

- Promoting public confidence in the financial system

- Mitigating financial system risks

- Seeking to minimise the adverse effects that the failure of a 
deposit taker could be expected to have on the stability of the 
financial system.

Monetary policy 

(unchanged)

Other functions

Overarching 

Financial policy 

objective

Deposit Takers Act sets specific sector objectives

Bank’s main objectives (Institutional Act)

Additional objectives

Question
Which purposes are most 
important for the Deposit 
Takers Act?



A Financial Policy Remit is proposed to allow the Minister to: 

Proposed principles – how the goals are achieved

5

 Provide matters that the Board should 
 Have regard to as relevant to the Board’s understanding of the 
 Financial Stability Objectives
The remit allows dialogue on how the Bank interprets its objectives over time, for 
example, we would recommend that consideration of climate change and other 
longer term risks to the financial system are addressed via a remit.

The Bank will be required to have regard to a number of principles in exercising its regulatory powers, e.g: 

 the need to ensure that any costs, including compliance costs, imposed are justified by the benefits;

 the desirability of taking a proportionate approach to regulation and supervision and ensuring 
consistency of treatment of similar institutions; 

 the desirability of operating in a transparent manner and promoting public understanding as to how 
the Bank’s functions are exercised;

 the desirability of providing adequate information to enable members of the public to make informed 
decisions;

 the desirability of a competitive financial sector;

 relevant international practice.

Question:
Do you support a 
financial policy remit?
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Governance



Proposal to make the Reserve Bank an 
independent Crown entity

7

Designating the Reserve Bank as an independent Crown entity 

would achieve the following outcomes:

 legislative clarity regarding the independence of the Reserve 

Bank; 

 consistency with institutional frameworks applying across the 

public sector to independent entities; and 

 consistency with the standards applicable to the wider public 

sector, for example, board duties, good employer and reporting 

standards. 

Question:
Do you agree that there are benefits in making the Bank a Crown Entity?



Question:
Should the Board (in consultation with the Minister) or the Minister (on the 
recommendation of the Board) appoint the Governor?

8

Proposed Governance Structure 

MOFMoF

Treasury

Governor

Monitors the 
Reserve Bank
on behalf of
MoF

7 to 9 non- exec
members

Appointment for 5 
year terms with
a maximum of 2 

terms A Crown Entity board 
generally appoints the 

Chief Executive
Currently the Minister 

appoints the Governor on 
the recommendation of 

the Board

Governor
1-3 executive members
2-3 non- exec members

Majority exec membership

Board MPC
Board monitors MPC
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Board appointments

 It is proposed that a nominating committee be 
established to ensure the independence of 
Board appointments 

 The nominating committee would recommend 
candidates with appropriate expertise to the 
Minister of Finance

 The Governor-General would appoint 
candidates on the Minister’s recommendation 
(the Minister can only recommend nominated 
candidates)

 Board members would be removed by the 
Governor-General on the advice of the Minister 
for just cause (breach of duty, misconduct)

Questions: 
Should there be a nominating committee to recommend Board members to the Minister?
How should internal/external MPC members be appointed/removed?

Board and MPC appointments

MPC appointments

 The MPC is currently appointed by the Minister 
on the recommendation of the Board

 Internal MPC members could be 
appointed/removed by the Board who would 
have the best knowledge of the candidates’ 
skills

 External MPC members could be recommended 
by the Board or the nominating committee and 
continue to be appointed/removed by the 
Minister 
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Funding and resourcing



Questions
 What should be the role of the Minister in the Reserve Bank’s funding arrangements? 

 The Minister could be consulted on budgets (influence), sign a funding agreement (status 
quo), or approve budgets.

 Should the Reserve Bank have the ability to cost recover via levies/fees? 

 In practice, this would be limited to the prudential functions and defined services.

 Should accountability & transparency arrangements be enhanced? 

 Bringing the Reserve Bank into the Crown Entities regime will standardise its reporting 
requirements.

 Additional requirements could be included e.g. to publish detailed multi-year budgets.

Funding and resourcing

11

 The Reserve Bank is currently funded through self-generated earnings and 
fees. Operating expenses are constrained via a five-year funding agreement 
between the Minister and the Reserve Bank.

 The Review has considered the sources of funding and the level of 
Ministerial/Parliamentary oversight of the Bank’s funding.

 The key objective is to balance operational independence with appropriate 
accountability and transparency

Key Issues
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Coordination



Questions: 
Do you see further benefits from legislating COFR?

Coordination proposals

13

Promoting and enabling effective regulatory coordination  

We recommend that the Act:

 provide clarity that one of the Reserve Bank’s functions is to coordinate with other 
financial sector regulators; and 

 strengthen and streamline its information sharing powers to enable greater information 
sharing with other financial sector regulators. 

Council of Financial Regulators (CoFR)

CoFR plays an important role as the central coordination mechanism for financial sector
regulators. CoFR’s role is currently informal (which may provide flexibility), but it could be 
given a more formal legislative backing, which might strengthen its mandate. 



Progress Report on Prudential 
Oversight of Deposit Takers and 
Depositor Protection 

14

C3B Consultation Draft

o Details of the harmonised regime for deposit takers – who should be in?
o What prudential regulatory tools and powers should the Reserve Bank have?
o How should the Reserve Bank supervise compliance with prudential regulation?
o What role should the Reserve Bank play in macro-prudential policy? 
o Plan for progressing the deposit protection regime
o What features should New Zealand’s crisis management regime have?



Regulatory Perimeter
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Defining a deposit taker

Activity based definition of a deposit taker

 Broad support for an activity-based definition that would focus on providers of ‘bank-like’ 
transactional accounts, likely to currently capture banks, credit unions and building societies. 

Concerns about impacts on smaller deposit takers

 Concern from some credit unions and building societies about whether the regime would be 
flexible enough to accommodate smaller deposit takers

o The regime should provide the Reserve Bank with extensive flexibility to calibrate settings for 
individual entities and could also provide for a simplified framework for smaller entities.

Flexible outer perimeter

 The Act should define an outer perimeter covering other lending institutions for monitoring and 
reporting purposes.

 The Reserve Bank would monitor this sector for potential stability risks and have the ability to 
impose macroprudential requirements non-deposit taking lenders (by exception).

 Entities undertaking activities that have a similar economic substance to deposit taking could be 
designated into the deposit taker regime.

16
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Defining a deposit taker – regulation of finance companies

Questions on the treatment of finance 
companies

• Typically, a deposit-taker definition would not 
capture current NBDTs that only issue longer-
dated debt securities (i.e. finance companies). 

• These entities issue investment products that 
would likely not be subject to deposit 
insurance. Disclosure and supervision 
arrangements under the Financial Markets 
Conduct Act are likely to be more appropriate.

• While the sector is much smaller than it once 
was and is not systemically important, there 
are risks associated with the business model 
that may justify retaining prudential 
requirements in order to protect investors.

• We are currently considering a range of 
options for how finance companies could be 
regulated in future.

INSURERS DEPOSIT 
TAKERS

FINANCE 
COMPANIES

PRUDENTIAL REGULATION

FUND MANAGERS 
AND OTHER ISSUERS

FMC DISCLOSURE AND 
SUPERVISION

Option 1: Regulate finance companies under the Financial Markets 

Conduct Act

INSURERS
DEPOSIT TAKERS 

(INC. FINANCE COMPANIES)

PRUDENTIAL REGULATION FMC DISCLOSURE AND 
SUPERVISION

FUND MANAGERS AND 
OTHER ISSUERS

INSURERS DEPOSIT 
TAKERS

FINANCE 
COMPANIES

PRUDENTIAL REGULATION

FUND MANAGERS AND 
OTHER ISSUERS

FMC DISCLOSURE AND 
SUPERVISION

Option 2: Adopt a broader definition of a deposit taker

Option 3: Enhanced status quo for finance companies



Prudential regulatory tools and powers
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Proposal: Shifting from Conditions to Standards as 
core bank regulation tool

19

Primary Legislation Regulations Standards

Executive Council

Financial Markets Conduct 
Regulations
Deposit Takers Regulations

Regulator

Solvency Standards
Fit and Proper Standards

Matters of implementation 
that need to be tailored to 
individual entities, will not 
have wide spread 
application or require 
administrative decision 
making that cannot be fully 
defined in advance. 

Conditions of Registration 
Licence Conditions (NBDTs, 
Insurance, FMC Act)

Examples

Decision-

Maker

Role

Legislative Disallowable AdministrativeType

Matter of significant policy 
or that have a significant 
impact on rights should be 
dealt with in the primary 
legislation (objectives, 
regulatory perimeter, tools 
and powers, offences)

Parliament

Reserve Bank Act
Insurance (Prudential 
Supervision) Act 
Financial Markets Conduct 
Act

Legislative

Conditions

Matter that apply generally 
(i.e. to a class of entities) 
and are amenable to a 
rules-based approach.  
Regulation preferred for:
• Significant policy 

decisions
• Matters that are 

inappropriate for the 
regulator (e.g. levies)

Matter that apply generally 
and are amenable to a 
rules-based approach.  
Standards preferred for:
• Matters of high technical 

content
• Matters that benefit 

from regulatory 
independence

Regulator



Shifting to a more graduated hierarchy of enforcement tools

Liability and accountability

20

 Current penalties emphasise criminal 

liability, disproportionate to nature of 

most offenses.

 A broader range of civil penalties will 

allow for increased formal enforcement 

actions.

 Flexible approach to standards will also 

allow informal discipline through 

supervisory adjustment (e.g. by 

increasing capital buffers in response to 

a concern).

Broadening director accountability
 A wider range of positive duties on directors (e.g. ensure bank run in a prudent manner). This will improve 

accountability relative to current “attestation” regime.

 Directors would be civilly or criminally liable for breaches of these duties, depending on whether the 

degree of knowledge or recklessness.

 Potential to integrate with duties on directors in relation to conduct matters.

 We do not recommend extending these duties to executives until after the current reforms have had a chance to 

bed-in, due to the level of change already required and the resulting opportunity to assess new executive 

accountability regimes offshore. 

Criminal 
liability

Persuasion / warnings

Criminal 
liability

Civil 
penalties

Enforceable 
undertakings

Infringement offences

Persuasion / warnings



Supervision and enforcement
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Supporting a paradigm shift

Supervision 

 Legislatively empower ‘on-site inspections’ to support 
a new verification model

o Review team supports a suitability calibrated 
risk-based verification regime based on on-site 
inspections for most deposit-takers

 Requires significant increase in capability and 
capacity, and coordination with APRA.

Enforcement

 RBNZ needs a credible and proportional approach to 
facilitating corrective action in event of non-
compliance or to influence the behaviour of deposit-
takers.

o Supported by the more graduated hierarchy 
of enforcement tools discussed above.

Overview 

RBNZ needs to be “intrusive, sceptical, proactive and forward-looking, comprehensive, adaptive, timely 
and conclusive” – more alignment with international standards (2012 Basel Core Principles), buttressed 
by enhanced operational independence



Macro-prudential policy
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 It has become common internationally since the GFC to use LVRs and/or 

DTIs to soften the impact of very low interest rates on housing credit.

 RBNZ considers they played a useful role in NZ (but a limited role: need 

to avoid over-promising), and that DTIs would potentially be useful in 

the next cycle. Stakeholders generally concur.

 Internationally, where the central bank is the prudential regulator (as in 

NZ), they usually have legal control over time-varying tools. However, 

they are quite often required to take advice from a COFR-like body.

 In NZ, the MoU is confusing (doesn’t cover all macro-prudential 

approaches, no legal force)  – better to establish needed controls in 

legislation or a remit. 

Observations

‘Macro-prudential policy’ – findings

Give RBNZ clear power in legislation to use LVRs and DTIs on residential 

mortgage borrowers. 

Require additional consultation for deployment of those tools, reflecting 

distributional impact on borrowers and housing market. 

Recommend



Depositor Protection
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Summary of feedback & upcoming decisions

Coverage limit 
 Feedback consistent with a limit of $50,000 (highest end of proposed range); many submitters 

(especially members of the public) support a significantly higher limit

 Limit would be applied per customer, per institution and should be reviewed once better data is 
available

Objectives
 Widespread support from submitters for dual objectives of protecting individual depositors and 

contributing to financial stability

 Objectives could be clarified by principles for advancing the objectives (supporting public 
confidence, maintaining continuity of access, assisting resolution, minimising moral hazard) 

Preference 
 A legal preference for depositors would support the credibility of the scheme and sharpen 

incentives for self- and wholesale market-discipline.

 Some stakeholders supportive, but banks are not in favour

 More work needed to address concerns on complexity and impact on wholesale funding costs
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The next stage

Depositor protection workstream will need to design key elements of the regime:

 Governance, form, mandate

 Interaction with other financial safety net elements and players (e.g. capital, resolution)

 Membership arrangements and requirements

 Detailed coverage and preference arrangements

 Funding arrangements

Key milestones (indicative)

 Terms of reference and key decisions announced by Minister in November

 Public consultation on detailed design features of Depositor Protection Regime in early 2020

 Aiming to draft enabling legislation in 2020

 Implementation will take time given impacts on deposit taker systems and data

Overarching principle: aim for simple and easy to implement regime, drawing on 
international best practice and lessons from the GFC



Bank resolution & crisis management
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More tools and clearer roles

Ensuring a greater range of tools & credible alternatives to taxpayer support

 Add the power to write down and/or convert unsecured liabilities to equity (bail-in)

 Make statutory management is an option, not a requirement

 Provide more flexibility in appointing a statutory manager

 Introduce a modified bank liquidation process (for small deposit takers)?

Re-balancing the role of the Minister of Finance

 Remove requirement for Minister’s consent to RBNZ direction’s

 Requirement for RBNZ to consult the Minister on a proposed resolution strategy

 Requirement for Minister to approve resolution actions that impact public funds

 Ability for Minister to direct the RBNZ when public funds are/are likely to be put at risk

 Public Finance Act provision for Minister to use public funds as a last resort

Improving the clarity of the resolution regime 

 Clarifying the RBNZ as the resolution authority, with clear functions and resolution objectives

 Clarifying when resolution powers can be expected to be exercised

 Providing creditor property rights safeguards
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